Lilacs

One of the most recognizable fragrances for most people. Available in several forms. Full sun.

**Common (Old Fashioned):** Large shrub 8’-15’ tall X 6’-12’ wide. Very large lavender blooms in May. Great for cutting for bouquets. Multiple colors available.

**Dwarf Korean:** Very popular dense, dwarf variety reaching 4’-5’ tall and 5’-7’ wide. Often trimmed into a low hedge. Blooms in May.

**Dwarf Korean Tree Form:** Plant is grafted onto understock and is sometimes called “Lilac on a stick”. Very popular as focal point in many landscapes. Head is usually trimmed in a round shape and may reach 8’.

**Miss Kim:** Very similar to Dwarf Korean with slightly different leaf shape. More susceptible to powdery mildew. Sometimes displays good maroon Fall color.

**Tinkerbelle:** Another dwarf variety 4’-6’ tall and wide. Covered with tiny *pink* blooms.

**Ivory Silk (Japanese Tree Lilac):** Mid-sized tree 20’-25’ tall X 15’ -20’ wide. Creamy white fragrant cone-shaped blooms in June. Remove spent blooms to increase bloom production the following year. Very showy. Sometimes seen in *clump* form.